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2018 RIAN. JAMES

2003-12-06 Marc Frattasio History and recipes
of New Haven Railroad's fabulous Dining Car
Department from its earliest years until 1969.
The people, trains, cars, china, silverware,
menus, advertising, and recipes of this fine
service are detailed in this fascinating and well
researched work. New Haven was justifiably
famous for its fine food on its great fleet of
trains. Included are many actual recipes that
show the variety of the line's food, served for so
many years to so many travelers in the
Northeastern U.S.

2013-04-09 Phil Vettel Compiled directly from
the Chicago Tribune's restaurant reviews, Good
Eating's Fine Dining in Chicago is an
authoritative collection of the best restaurants
in Chicago, including the 2012 and 2013
Michelin-star rated restaurants as well as all of
the restaurants rated by the newspaper as four
stars. Author and longtime Chicago Tribune
dining critic brings the experience of dining in
the city's most acclaimed restaurants to life
with his warm, accessible writing and extensive
expertise. In the past decade, Chicago has
become an international destination for fine
cuisine, home to master chefs like Rick Bayless,
Grant Achatz, and Stephanie Izard. The
Chicago Tribune and Phil Vettel have built an
insiders' relationship with these top Chicago
hotspots, and Good Eating's Fine Dining in

Chicago divulges juicy food industry insights
along with mouthwatering reviews. This book
represents the top tier of dining establishments
in the Windy City, in terms of both the highest-
quality food and the most innovative and
elegant presentation. Organized by types of
cuisine, the book reveals a diverse range of fine
Chicago restaurants ranging from molecular
gastronomy and contemporary American to
classic French and new inventive ethnic
cuisine. Perfect for both Chicago residents and
visitors, Good Eating's Fine Dining in Chicago
is a great guide for any lover of gourmet food.

1990 Barbara G. Carson Abstract: This book
explores the domestic activities of the residents
of the Octagon, a Federal period house in
Washington, DC, in the early nineteenth
century through the display and social use of
food. The author captures the unique quality of
the Washington environment as reflected in its
habits of etiquette, dining, and entertaining,
which shaped many of America's social and
cultural patterns. The high style life of the
residents of the Octagon is set within the
context of the daily experience of more ordinary
people.

2013 John Moeller A must read for any
Presidential buff or foodie! This book provides
an insider's view of what it is like to dine at the
White House and describes Chef Moeller's most
memorable moments cooking for three First
Families. It includes over 100 recipes for one-

of-a-kind dishes featuring his trademark use of
fresh, seasonal ingredients inspired by his
classical French training with an American
twist. Useful chef notes help adapt fine French
cooking techniques for the home cook.

2012-10-01 Peter Moruzzi Take an illustrated
tour of America’s stylish and historic mid-
century restaurants in this volume of color
photographs and vintage ephemera. Over the
years, the softly lit wood-paneled interiors,
starched tablecloths, curved booths, tuxedoed
captains, and tableside service that once
defined continental-style fine dining have given
way to more contemporary trends. Yet in
American cities large and small, a few historic
restaurants have maintained their classic
character and old-school ambiance. With vivid
new color photography and fascinating vintage
ephemera, Classic Dining celebrates the great
mid-century restaurants that continue to thrive
in New York, the greater Miami area, New
Orleans, Las Vegas, the Chicago area, Los
Angeles, and across the United States. This
volume also includes a directory of mid-century
restaurants across America.

2016-12-15 John Weston Mountain lion
barbacoa. Margarita's yam soufflé. Pastel de
Choclo, a.k.a. Rodeo Pie. And for dessert,
perhaps, Miss Ruby Cupcakes. These are but a
few of the gustatory memories of John Weston
that waft us on a poignant journey into the past
in the company of a gifted writer and
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unabashed bon vivant. The place is Skull Valley
in central Arizona, the time the 1930s. Taking
food as his theme, Weston paints an instructive
and often hilarious portrait of growing up, of
rural family life under difficult circumstances,
and of a remote Arizona community trying to
hold body and soul together during tough
times. His book recalls life in a lineman's shack,
interlaced with "disquisitions on swamp life,
rotting water, and the complex experience of
finding enough to eat during the Great
Depression." Central to Weston's account is his
mother Eloine, a valiant woman rearing a large
brood in poverty with little help from her
husband. Eloine cooks remarkably well—master
of a small repertory from which she coaxes
ideas surprising even to herself—and feeds her
family on next to nothing. She is a woman
whose first instinct is to cry out "Lord, what am
I going to feed them" whenever visitors show
up close to mealtime. Recalls Weston, "Her
strength lay in a practical- and poverty-born
sense that there must be more edible food in
the world than most people realized," and he
swears that six out of seven meals were from
parts of four or five previous meals coming
round again, like the buckets on a Ferris wheel.
Although Weston evokes a fond remembrance
of a bygone era that moves from Depression-era
Skull Valley to wartime Prescott, rest assured:
food—its acquisition, its preparation, its
wholehearted enjoyment—is the foundation of
this book. "I did not have a deprived childhood,
despite its slim pickings," writes Weston. "If I

recall a boiling pig's head now and then, it is
not to be read as some Jungian blip from Lord
of the Flies but simply a recurring flicker of
food-memory." Whether remembering his
father's occasional deer poaching or his
community's annual Goat Picnic, Weston laces
his stories with actual recipes—even
augmenting his instructions for roasted wild
venison with tips for preparing jerky. Dining at
the Lineman's Shack teems with sparkling
allusions, both literary and culinary, informed
by Weston's lifetime of travels. Even his
nagging memory of desperate boyhood efforts
to trade his daily peanut-butter sandwich for
bacon-and-egg, baloney, jelly, or most anything
else is tempered by his acquaintance with "the
insidious sa-teh sauce in Keo Sananikone's hole-
in-the-wall restaurant on Kapahulu Street"—a
peanut-butter-based delicacy for which he
obligingly provides the ingredients (and which
he promises will keep, refrigerated in a jar, for
several weeks before baroque things begin to
grow on it). Through this tantalizing
smorgasbord of memories, stories, and recipes,
John Weston has fashioned a wholly captivating
commentary on American culture, both in an
earlier time and in our own. Dining at the
Lineman's Shack is a book that will satisfy any
reader's hunger for the unusual—and a book to
savor, in every sense of the word.

2018-02-20 Rian James This work has been
selected by scholars as being culturally
important, and is part of the knowledge base of

civilization as we know it. This work was
reproduced from the original artifact, and
remains as true to the original work as possible.
Therefore, you will see the original copyright
references, library stamps (as most of these
works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world), and other notations
in the work. This work is in the public domain
in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you
may freely copy and distribute this work, as no
entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright
on the body of the work. As a reproduction of a
historical artifact, this work may contain
missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant
marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur,
that this work is important enough to be
preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. We appreciate your
support of the preservation process, and thank
you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.

2016-11-01 James C. O'Connell Over the years,
Boston has been one of America's leading
laboratories of urban culture, including
restaurants, and Boston history provides
valuable insights into American food ways.
James C. O'Connell, in this fascinating look at
more than two centuries of culinary trends in
Boston restaurants, presents a rich and hitherto
unexplored side to the city's past. Dining Out in
Boston shows that the city was a pioneer in
elaborate hotel dining, oyster houses, French
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cuisine, student hangouts, ice cream parlors,
the twentieth-century revival of traditional New
England dishes, and contemporary locavore and
trendy foodie culture. In these stories of the
most-beloved Boston restaurants of yesterday
and today - illustrated with an extensive
collection of historic menus, postcards, and
photos - O'Connell reveals a unique history sure
to whet the intellectual and nostalgic appetite
of Bostonians and restaurant-goers the world
over.

2021-11-17 Paul Geary A provocative study of
the creative dining experience as a
multisensory performance. Experimental Dining
examines the work of four of the world's
leading creative restaurants: el Bulli in
Catalonia, the Fat Duck in Berkshire, Noma in
Copenhagen, and Alinea in Chicago. The author
contends that the work of the experimental
restaurant, while operating explicitly within an
economy of experiences, is not absolutely
determined by that political and economic
context. Exploring gastronomy as experience,
Paul Geary examines the restaurants' creative
methods and the broader ideological discourses
within which they operate. Bringing together
ideas around food, philosophy, performance,
and cultural politics, the book offers an
interdisciplinary understanding of the world of
experimental experiential dining.

1996 Susan Williams Williams (history,
Fitchburg State College) investigates Victorian

eating customs, cooking methods, and
foodstuffs, revealing how genteel dining
became an increasingly important means of
achieving social stability, particularly for the
middle class, during a period when Americans
were faced with significant changes. Includes
numerous recipes, bandw photographs, and
drawings. Annotation copyright by Book News,
Inc., Portland, OR

2013-07-09 Stephanie Manley Even more
recipes for re-creating popular restaurant
dishes at home! Packed with recipes for
favorite entrées, appetizers, soups, salads and
desserts on the menus of America’s most
popular restaurants*, this book shows how to
re-create mouthwatering dishes in your own
kitchen. With over 200 recipes, CopyKat.com’s
Dining Out at Home 2 makes it easy as pie to
create at-home versions of classic restaurant
dishes like: • Boston Market® Sweet Potato
Casserole • Cracker Barrel Old Country Store®
Chocolate Pecan Pie • IHOP® Bacon
Temptation Omelets • Olive Garden® Chicken
Gnocchi Soup • StarbucksTM Eggnog Latte •
Cheddar’s Casual Café® Texas Cheese Fries •
Outback Steakhouse® Spinach and Artichoke
Dip • P.F. Chang’s China Bistro® Lettuce
Wraps • Arby’s® Grilled Chicken and Pecan
Salad Sandwich Find the ideal recipe for any
occasion with the book’s wide range of impress-
your-guest dishes, quick-and-easy treats,
vegetarian options, and kid-friendly choices.
You can even modify these original recreations

to make them healthier while maintaining the
delicious taste. Eating in has never been so fun!
*No sponsorship or endorsement by these
restaurants

2021-09-09 Joseph 1907- Wechsberg This work
has been selected by scholars as being
culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it.
This work is in the public domain in the United
States of America, and possibly other nations.
Within the United States, you may freely copy
and distribute this work, as no entity (individual
or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the
work. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this
work is important enough to be preserved,
reproduced, and made generally available to
the public. To ensure a quality reading
experience, this work has been proofread and
republished using a format that seamlessly
blends the original graphical elements with text
in an easy-to-read typeface. We appreciate your
support of the preservation process, and thank
you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant.

2014-11-15 John Brown Dining Roulette: The
Truth about Restaurants from the Inside Out is
essential reading for every foodie, restaurant
goer, and restaurant owner and manager. It
reveals the secrets, tips, and industry
information needed to establish and maintain a
successful business, and gives practical,
prescriptive advice to restaurant patrons about
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what they should look for to determine which
restaurants are worth their patronage. Filled
with real-life, jaw-dropping stories from the
culinary industry, this book is a wake-up call.
Did you know that restaurant chains may
become a site for the next generation of terror
threats? What should you avoid at your favorite
restaurant that will make you sick? With
authentic, definitive, and often humorous real-
life experiences, author John Brown's work is
an industry insider's take on the restaurant
industry. Brown offers prescriptive advice for
restaurant owners, including: ten suggestions
to stay in businesshow to beat the industry
employee turnover rate how to avoid common
mistakes For restaurant patrons, Brown gives
advice on: evaluating the cleanliness of a
restaurantrestaurant vocabulary and
phrasesfine eating establishments that every
foodie should visit Dining Roulette shows why
health departments struggle to cope with the
everyday challenges of maintaining proper
health and safety standards, and why so many
people die every year after being served in our
restaurants. If you've ever eaten in a restaurant
or have upcoming reservations, you must read
this book.

2016 Sarumathi Jayaraman An "examination of
what we don't talk about when we talk about
restaurants: Is the line cook working through a
case of stomach flu because he doesn't get paid
sick days? Is the busser not being promoted
because he speaks with an accent? Is the server

tolerating sexual harassment because tips are
her only income? ... [This book] offers an
insider's view of the highest--and lowest--
scoring restaurants for worker pay and benefits
in each sector of the restaurant industry, and
with it, a new way of thinking about how and
where we eat"--Amazon.com.

2012-03-06 Josh Dinar The best appetizers,
salads, sandwiches, entrees, desserts, and
cocktails from America's favorite eateries. This
is the first guide to focus exclusively on the
more than 35 ofthe popular chains that make
up the American restaurant landscape
(including Chili's, Applebee's, Outback
Steakhouse, Red Lobster, TGIFriday's, and
Cracker Barrel). The restaurants are divided
into categories by food type and ethnic origin,
as well as food options for special-needs diners:
vegetarian and vegan, low-calorie, low-salt,
gluten-free, and more. Featuring reviews,
interesting facts, and helpful tips to help
readers get the most out of their casual dining
experience, this book includes such categories
as: *Breakfast and lunch specialties
*Appetizers, salads, and entrees *Desserts,
drinks and cocktails *Special considerations
(family-friendly and restricted diets)

1994-08 Anita Jones

2017-10-24 Alison Roman Discover the
cookbook featuring “drool-worthy yet decidedly
unfussy food” (Goop) that set today’s trends

and is fast becoming a modern classic. “This is
not a cookbook. It’s a treasure map.”—Samin
Nosrat, author of Salt, Fat, Acid, Heat NAMED
ONE OF THE BEST COOKBOOKS OF THE
YEAR BY San Francisco Chronicle • NPR •
Epicurious • Newsday • KCRW’s Good Food •
The Fader • American Express Essentials
Alison Roman’s Salted Butter and Chocolate
Chunk Shortbread made her Instagram-famous.
But all of the recipes in Dining In have one
thing in common: they make even the most
oven-phobic or restaurant-crazed person want
to stay home and cook. They prove that casual
doesn’t have to mean boring, simple doesn’t
have to be uninspired, and that more steps or
ingredients don’t always translate to a better
plate of food. Vegetable-forward but with an
affinity for a mean steak and a deep regard for
fresh fish, Dining In is all about building flavor
and saving time. Alison’s ingenuity seduces
seasoned cooks, while her warm, edgy writing
makes these recipes practical and approachable
enough for the novice. With 125 recipes for
effortlessly chic dishes that are full of quick-
trick techniques (think slathering roast chicken
in anchovy butter, roasting citrus to ramp up
the flavor, and keeping boiled potatoes in the
fridge for instant crispy smashed potatoes), she
proves that dining in brings you just as much
joy as eating out. Praise for Dining In “Sorry,
restaurants. Superstar Alison Roman has given
us recipes so delicious, so meltdown-proof—and
so fun to read—we’re going to be cooking at
home for a while. Quite possibly
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forever.”—Christine Muhlke, editor at large,
Bon Appétit “Anyone who wants the aesthetic,
quality, and creativity of a Brooklyn restaurant
without having to go to a Brooklyn restaurant
will love Alison Roman’s cookbook. It’s filled
with recipes that are both unique and
approachable. Reading it, you’ll find yourself
thinking ‘I would have never thought of making
this but I want to make it right
now.’”—BuzzFeed “Dining In is exactly how I
want to cook: with bright, fresh flavors,
minimal technique, and no pretense. This isn’t
just a bunch of great recipes, but a manifesto
on how one original, opinionated home cook
sees the world.”—Amanda Hesser, co-founder,
Food52

2019-06-10 Patrick Evans-Hylton The history of
dining in Virginia goes back to 1607. Dairy
lunches and tearooms dominated the early
twentieth-century dining scene. Local favorite
Doumar's--famous for inventing the ice cream
cone--became the rage at the 1907 Jamestown
Exposition, and palatial seaside resorts like the
Cavalier attracted patrons to their luxurious
dining rooms in the Roaring Twenties. In the
1930s, Bacalis' Hot Dog Place invented the
Norfolk Dog, a tradition that's carried on today.
Steinhilber's has catered to family nights out
for decades, keeping pace as the local food
scene has grown and changed. Join local chef
and food writer Patrick Evans-Hylton as he
recalls the history of Coastal Virginia's
restaurants and the personalities that made

them unforgettable.

2012-09-18 Sarah Crosland The ultimate guide
to Charlotte's food scene provides the inside
scoop on the best places to find, enjoy, and
celebrate local culinary offerings. Written for
residents and visitors alike to find producers
and purveyors of tasty local specialties, as well
as a rich array of other, indispensable food-
related information including: food festivals and
culinary events; specialty food shops; farmers’
markets and farm stands; trendy restaurants
and time-tested iconic landmarks; and recipes
using local ingredients and traditions.

1914 Clarence Edgar Edwords This is a book
about restaurants and dining in San Francisco
including numerous Italian restaurants.

2019-08-12 Katie Rawson A global history of
restaurants beyond white tablecloths and
maître d’s, Dining Out presents restaurants
both as businesses and as venues for a range of
human experiences. From banquets in twelfth-
century China to the medicinal roots of French
restaurants, the origins of restaurants are not
singular—nor is the history this book tells.
Katie Rawson and Elliott Shore highlight stories
across time and place, including how chifa
restaurants emerged from the migration of
Chinese workers and their marriage to
Peruvian businesswomen in nineteenth-century
Peru; how Alexander Soyer transformed kitchen
chemistry by popularizing the gas stove, pre-

dating the pyrotechnics of molecular
gastronomy by a century; and how Harvey Girls
dispelled the ill repute of waiting tables,
making rich lives for themselves across the
American West. From restaurant architecture
to technological developments, staffing and
organization, tipping and waiting table, ethnic
cuisines, and slow and fast foods, this
delectably illustrated and profoundly informed
and entertaining history takes us from the
world’s first restaurants in Kaifeng, China, to
the latest high-end dining experiences.

2010-11-09 Adam Richman The host of the
Travel Channel's most popular show explains
how iconic American foods--including bagels,
fried chicken, hot dogs, fries and more--have
captured our culinary imagination and explores
the ethnic, economic and cultural factors that
shape regional food favorites.

2019-03-26 Franziska Bollerey According to
urban academic myth, the first restaurants
emerged in the wake of the French Revolution.
From the very beginning in the elegant salons
of the latter days of the Ancien Régime, the
design of restaurants has been closely related
to ideas of how food should be presented and
how it may be consumed in public. The
appearance and atmosphere created by
restaurant owners reflects culturally embedded
ideals of comfort, sociability and the good life.
As a product of the modern metropolis, the
restaurant encapsulates and illustrates the
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profound change in how its patrons viewed
themselves as individuals, how they used their
cities and how they met friends or business
partners over a meal. The architectural design
of environments for the consumption of food
necessarily involves an exploration and a
manipulation of the human experience of space.
It reflects ideas about public and private
behaviour for which the restaurant offers a
stage. Famous architects were commissioned to
provide designs for restaurants in order to lure
in an ever more demanding urban clientele. The
interior designs of restaurants were often
employed to present this particular aspect in
consciously evoking an imagery of sophisticated
modernity. This book presents the restaurant,
its cultural and typological history as it evolved
over time. In this unique combination it
provides valuable knowledge for designers and
students of design, and for everyone interested
in the cultural history of the modern
metropolis.

2009-10-13 William Grimes New York is the
greatest restaurant city the world has ever
seen. In Appetite City, the former New York
Times restaurant critic William Grimes leads us
on a grand historical tour of New York's dining
culture. Beginning with the era when simple
chophouses and oyster bars dominated the
culinary scene, he charts the city's
transformation into the world restaurant capital
it is today. Appetite City takes us on a unique
and delectable journey, from the days when

oysters and turtle were the most popular
ingredients in New York cuisine, through the
era of the fifty-cent French and Italian table
d'hôtes beloved of American "Bohemians," to
the birth of Times Square—where food and
entertainment formed a partnership that has
survived to this day. Enhancing his tale with
more than one hundred photographs, rare
menus, menu cards, and other curios and
illustrations (many never before seen), Grimes
vividly describes the dining styles, dishes, and
restaurants succeeding one another in an
unfolding historical panorama: the deluxe ice
cream parlors of the 1850s, the boisterous beef-
and-beans joints along Newspaper Row in the
1890s, the assembly-line experiment of the
Automat, the daring international restaurants
of the 1939 World's Fair, and the surging
multicultural city of today. By encompassing
renowned establishments such as Delmonico's
and Le Pavillon as well as the Bowery
restaurants where a meal cost a penny, he
reveals the ways in which the restaurant scene
mirrored the larger forces shaping New York,
giving us a deliciously original account of the
history of America's greatest city. Rich with
incident, anecdote, and unforgettable
personalities, Appetite City offers the dedicated
food lover or the casual diner an irresistible
menu of the city's most savory moments.

2014-10-10 Jeri Quinzio In roughly one hundred
years – from the 1870s to the 1970s – dining on
trains began, soared to great heights, and then

fell to earth. The founders of the first railroad
companies cared more about hauling freight
than feeding passengers. The only food
available on trains in the mid-nineteenth
century was whatever passengers brought
aboard in their lunch baskets or managed to
pick up at a brief station stop. It was hardly fine
dining. Seeing the business possibilities in
offering long-distance passengers comforts
such as beds, toilets, and meals, George
Pullman and other pioneering railroaders like
Georges Nagelmackers of Orient Express fame,
transformed rail travel. Fine dining and wines
became the norm for elite railroad travelers by
the turn of the twentieth century. The foods
served on railroads – from consommé to turbot
to soufflé, always accompanied by champagne -
equaled that of the finest restaurants, hotels,
and steamships. After World War II, as airline
travel and automobiles became the preferred
modes of travel, elegance gave way to
economy. Canned and frozen foods, self-service,
and quick meals and snacks became the norm.
By the 1970s, the golden era of railroad dining
had come grinding to a halt. Food on the Rails
traces the rise and fall of food on the rails from
its rocky start to its glory days to its sad
demise. Looking at the foods, the service, the
rail station restaurants, the menus, they dining
accommodations and more, Jeri Quinzio brings
to life the history of cuisine and dining in
railroad cars from the early days through today.

2013-10-28 Michael Lesy What we ate, how we
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ate, and how eating changed during America’s
first real food revolution, 1900–1910. Before
Julia Child introduced the American housewife
to France’s cuisine bourgeoise, before Alice
Waters built her Berkeley shrine to local food,
before Wolfgang Puck added Asian flavors to
classical dishes and caviar to pizza, the
restaurateurs and entrepreneurs of the early
twentieth century were changing the way
America ate. Beginning with the simplest
eateries and foods and culminating with the
emergence of a genuinely American way of fine
dining, Repast takes readers on a culinary tour
of early-twentieth-century restaurants and
dining. The innovations introduced at the
time—in ingredients, technologies, meal
service, and cuisine—transformed the act of
eating in public in ways that persist to this day.
Illustrated with photographs from the time as
well as color plates reproducing menus from
the New York Public Library’s Buttolph Menu
Collection, Repast is a remarkable record of the
American palate.

2005-11 Claire Bush Dining in Arizona: 101

Great Places to Eat

2013-10-11 Tom Sietsema Washington D.C.'s
culinary landscape is celebrated in the 14th
annual Fall Dining Guide. From the Pulitzer
Prize-winning Washington Post comes the food
critic's essential guide to the D.C. dining scene.
For his 14th Fall Dining Guide, Tom Sietsema
selects his 40 favorite Washington D.C.-area
restaurants, reflecting a much-changed dining
scene with exciting new flavors. From bars and
taco joints to four star local legends, the FALL
DINING GUIDE has a dinner for everyone.

2020-03-03 David Strauss Before Julia Child’s
warbling voice and towering figure burst into
America’s homes, a gourmet food movement
was already sweeping the nation. Setting the
Table for Julia Child considers how the tastes
and techniques cultivated at dining clubs and in
the pages of Gourmet magazine helped prepare
many affluent Americans for Child’s lessons in
French cooking. David Strauss argues that
Americans’ appetite for haute cuisine had been

growing ever since the repeal of Prohibition.
Dazzled by visions of the good life presented in
luxury lifestyle magazines and by the practices
of the upper class, who adopted European taste
and fashion, upper-middle-class Americans
increasingly populated the gourmet movement.
In the process, they came to appreciate the
cuisine created by France's greatest chef,
Auguste Escoffier. Strauss’s impressive archival
research illuminates themes—gender, class,
consumerism, and national identity—that
influenced the course of gourmet dining in
America. He also points out how the work of
painters and fine printers—reproduced
here—called attention to the aesthetic of
dining, a vision that heightened one’s
anticipation of a gratifying experience. In the
midst of this burgeoning gourmet food
movement Child found her niche. The
movement may have introduced affluent
Americans to the pleasure of French cuisine
years before Julia Child, but it was Julia’s
lessons that expanded the audience for gourmet
dining and turned lovers of French cuisine into
cooks.
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